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Agenda
•
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•

About the CNSC
How We Regulate: Regulatory Framework
How We Regulate: Licensing and Compliance �
Emergency Management
Get Involved

This session is not…
A public hearing or a Commission meeting
An in-depth review of the Nuclear Safety and Control Act (NSCA) and associated regulations
A detailed examination of any one area of the CNSC’s mandate
Intended to make you a technical or legal expert
This session does not…
Provide legal advice
Discuss nuclear policy or politics
Discuss specific licensing matters
Discuss technical and environmental specifics of proposed projects
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CNSC lab technician
preparing potatoes for
testing for our Independent
Environmental Monitoring
Program
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THE CANADIAN
NUCLEAR SAFETY
COMMISSION
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The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
• Canada’s independent nuclear
regulator
• Regulate the use of nuclear energy
and materials
– protect the health, safety and security of
Canadians and the environment
– implement Canada's international
commitments on the peaceful use of
nuclear energy.

• Disseminate objective scientific,
technical and regulatory information
to the public
• Accountable to Canadians
– report to Parliament through Minister of
Natural Resources Canada
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Across Canada

Headquarters in Ottawa
5 offices at nuclear power plants
1 site office at Chalk River
4 regional offices
Staff: ~800
Resources: $140M (75% of costs recovered)
Number of licensees: 2,500
Total number of licences: 3,300

Saskatoon Regional Office
Calgary
Western Regional Office
Point Lepreau

Gentilly2

Chalk River
Bruce

HQ
Laval Eastern Regional
Office
Darlington

Mississauga Southern
Regional Office

Pickering – A and B

Enabling Legislation
• Several laws and regulations define what
the CNSC is and how we operate
– Nuclear Safety and Control Act (2000)
• The CNSC replaced the Atomic Energy
Control Board, which operated from
1946.
• The CNSC is an independent quasijudicial body.
• The CNSC has clear and sole authority
to regulate nuclear facilities and
activities.
• The CNSC has authority to set
regulations.

– Directive to the CNSC Regarding the
Health of Canadians (2007)
– Nuclear Liability Act (1985)
– Canadian Environmental Assessment
Act (2012)
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Regulatory Philosophy
CNSC Responsibilities
• Set requirements and verify compliance
• Make independent, objective and risk-informed
decisions
• Base regulatory action on the level of risk
Licensee Responsibilities
• Manage regulated activities in a manner that
protects health, safety, security and the environment,
while respecting Canada’s international obligations
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Executive Structure
President
Michael Binder

Executive Advisor
Jennifer Pyne

Commission
Members

Commission
Secretariat
Commission
Secretary

Office of Audit,
Evaluation and Ethics

Legal Services

Regulatory
Operations Branch

Marc Leblanc

Technical Support
Branch

Regulatory Affairs
Branch

Corporate
Services Branch

Senior General Counsel
and Director of Legal
Services

Executive Vice-President
and Chief Regulatory
Operations Officer

Vice-President

Vice-President

Vice-President and
Chief Financial Officer

Lisa Thiele

Ramzi Jammal

Terry Jamieson

Jason Cameron

Stéphane Cyr
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The Commission

Dr. Michael Binder

Mr. Dan D. Tolgyesi

Mr. André Harvey

Dr. Sandy McEwan

Ms. Rumina Velshi

President and Chief
Executive Officer,
CNSC

Former President,
Quebec Mining
Association

Former President,
Bureau d’audiences
publiques sur
l’environnement
(BAPE)

Professor and Chair
of the Department of
Oncology at the
University of Alberta

Former Director,
Planning and Control,
Darlington New
Nuclear Project
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Domestic Agreements
• Even though the CNSC is an independent quasi-judicial tribunal
body we:
– cooperate with other government agencies and departments to
facilitate the discharge of related responsibilities
– have formal agreements with provincial agencies for compliance
activities
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International Commitments
•

CNSC participates in a range of
international undertakings including
– Regulatory cooperation
arrangements and MOUs with
foreign counterparts
– IAEA initiatives and conventions,
for example the Code of Conduct
on the Safety and Security of
Radioactive Sources,
– Integrated Regulatory Review
Services (IRRS)
– International Commission on
Radiation Protection (ICRP)
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Duty to Consult
o CNSC is an agent of the Crown
o Consideration of potential or
established Aboriginal or treaty
rights
o Whole-of-government approach
o Commitment to consult with
Aboriginal peoples
o Ongoing consultation
during lifecycle of project
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German drop test facility
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WHAT WE REGULATE
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All Nuclear Facilities & Activities in Canada
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Uranium
Mining

Milling

Refining

Fuel
Assembly

Fuel
Fabrication

Conversion

Power Reactors

Radioactive
Waste

Nuclear Medicine

Research and
Radioisotope
Production
Facilities

Industrial
Applications
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CNSC 101 information
session in Baker Lake,
NU.
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REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK
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How we regulate
Set Requirements &
Guidance

Issue Licences &
Certifications

Report

Verify compliance
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The Regulatory Framework
Requirements
•
•

•
•

Mandatory
Violation of requirements can result in
enforcement actions
• Order
• Administrative Monetary Penalty
• Prosecution
Includes REGDOCS when part of the licensing
basis
“You MUST do this”

Guidance
•
•
•

Provides direction on how to meet
requirements
Includes REGDOCS and
Work Instructions
“This is how we’d like you to do this.”

Licensing basis:
•
•
•
•

The Act
Applicable regulations
License
Material submitted by the licensee in support of
their licence
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Nuclear Safety and Control Act (NSCA)
•
•

Came into force in 2000
Assigns CNSC powers to
• make regulations
• create classes of licences
• establish technical requirements
• enforce compliance

•

Allows assignment of specific powers to Designated Officers
– facilities of lower risk/complexity

•

Provides clear basis to issue, amend, suspend, or revoke
licences
Incorporates prescribed rules of procedure

•
•

In addition to federal legislation, CNSC licensees are also subject to
provincial, territorial and municipal regulations and requirements

•

CNSC works closely with its provincial counterparts in environmental
inspections, licensing, compliance programs and inspections

•

Looking for harmonization to avoid duplication and inefficiencies

Regulations
Regulations of General Application
•General Nuclear Safety and Control Regulations
•Radiation Protection Regulations
•Nuclear Security Regulations
•Packaging and Transport of Nuclear Substances Regulations
•Nuclear Non-Proliferation Import and Export Control Regulations
•Administrative Monetary Penalties
Facilities and Uses
•Class I Nuclear Facilities Regulations
•Class II Nuclear Facilities and Prescribed Equipment Regulations
•Uranium Mines and Mills Regulations
•Nuclear Substances and Radiation Devices Regulations
Regulations about Conduct of CNSC Business
•CNSC Cost-Recovery Fees Regulations
•Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission Rules of Procedure
•Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission By-laws
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Licences and Certificates
Licences
• CNSC assesses applications for licences, and issues a licence if the
applicant is deemed to be capable to operate safely
• Once issued, the company or corporation (could also be a person) becomes
a CNSC licensee

Licence conditions
• Licensees are required to comply with all applicable regulatory
requirements, including Licence Conditions
• Licence conditions handbooks (LCH) provide further explanation of
licence conditions

Certificates
• The CNSC issues certificates indicating that a nuclear device or person
working in the nuclear sector or a transportation package meets specific
requirements

Licensing basis:
• Defines what an applicant must do to demonstrate that they are qualified to
carrying out the activity and that provisions are in place for the health, safety
and security of Canadians and the environment, and the
• Comprised of: The Act, applicable regulations, License/LCH, and material
submitted by the licensee in support of their licence
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Regulatory Documents (REGDOCs)
• Clarify requirements
• Provide guidance on how to
comply with requirements
• Developed through
consultation
• Mandatory if specifically
referenced in a licence or
LCH

1.0

Regulated facilities and activities
1.1
Reactor facilities
1.2
Class IB facilities
1.3
Uranium mines and mills
1.4
Class II facilities
1.5
Certification of prescribed equipment
1.6
Nuclear substances and radiation devices

2.0

Safety and control areas
2.1
Management system
2.2
Human performance management
2.3
Operating performance
2.4
Safety analysis
2.5
Physical design
2.6
Fitness for service
2.7
Radiation protection
2.8
Conventional health and safety
2.9
Environmental protection
2.10 Emergency management and fire protection
2.11 Waste management
2.12 Security
2.13 Safeguards and non-proliferation
2.14 Packaging and transport
Other regulatory areas
3.1
Reporting requirements
3.2
Public and Aboriginal engagement
3.3
Financial guarantees
3.4
Commission proceedings
3.5
Information dissemination
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Aligned with the CNSC’s Technical
Assessment Matrix

3.0

Regulatory Framework: Fuel processing facilities

5 licensed processing and
fuel fabrication facilities in
Canada:
Blind River Uranium Facility
Port Hope Uranium
Conversion Facility
Port Hope Nuclear Fuel
Facility
GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy
Canada Inc. - Toronto
GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy
Canada Inc. - Peterborough

Acts:
• Nuclear Safety and Control Act
• Nuclear Liability Act (where applicable)
Regulations:
• General Nuclear safety and Control
Regulations
• Radiation Protections Regulations
• Class 1 Nuclear Facilities Regulations
• Nuclear Substance and radiations devices
regulations
• Packaging and Transport Regulations
• Nuclear Security Regulations
• Nuclear Non-Proliferation Import and Export
Control Regulations
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Developing Regulatory Documents
Public comments
on draft
regulatory
documents

Public comments
on discussion
papers

Analyze the
issue

Develop
draft for
public
comment

Consult with
stakeholders

Revised
document
shared with
commenters

Revise the
document

Public
participation
if presented
to Commission

Publish

CNSC Consultation Web Page:
http://nuclearsafety.gc.ca/eng/acts-and
regulations/consultation/index.cfm
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CNSC site inspector at
Pickering Nuclear Power
Plant
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LICENSING &
COMPLIANCE
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Licensing & Compliance Process

Application

Renewal

Reports of past performance,
trend analysis, and required follow
followup
Technical
Assessment

Environmental
Assessment

Report
Report

Enforcement Actions

Verification Results
Enforce
Verify

Enforce

Public Hearing
or
Designated
Officer Review

Verify
Licensing or
Certificate
Decision

Non
Noncompliances?
Compliance Plan
Licence
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Technical Assessment Framework
•

Safety and control areas
• Management system
• Human performance management
• Operating performance
• Safety analysis
• Physical design
• Fitness for service
• Radiation protection
• Conventional health and safety

•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental protection
Emergency management and
fire protection
Waste management
Security
Safeguards
Packaging and transport

•

Other areas
• Financial guarantees
• Consultations and communications

•

Before issuing a licence to a nuclear facility, the CNSC must be
satisfied that:
• The on-site emergency plans and response capabilities are
suitable
• The facility is supported by adequate off-site emergency plans
and response capability
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Issue Licences & Certifications
•

Applicants must demonstrate that they
are qualified
•

Application

NSCA regulations outline the
information required to apply for a
Report
licence

•

An EA is required for activities listed
under the Canadian Environmental
Act, 2012 and the NSCA

•

No licence can be granted unless
there is a decision Enfor
that the
ce project will
not likely cause significant adverse
environmental effects

•

Opportunities for public participation

•

The Commission makes independent,
fair, and transparent decisions through
Verify
public hearings and meetings
•

All evidence considered equally

•

Decisions made on the basis of
the evidence presented

Technical
Assessment

Environmental
Assessment

Public Hearing
or
Designated
Officer Review

Licensing or
Certificate
Decision

Licence
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Compliance Process
•
Renewal

Reports of past performance,
trend analysis, and required followup
•
Report

•
Report

Enforcement Actions

Verification Results

•

Enforce
Verify
•
Enforce

Verify

Noncompliances?
Compliance Plan
Licence

The CNSC verifies that licensees
abide by the terms of their licences
– Inspections
– Desktop reviews
Inspectors are empowered under the
Technical
NSCA
to enforce
Assessme
ntregulatory
requirements
Graduated approach to enforcement
approach
– Enforcement toolkit
Licensees
are
Publi
c Hrequired
aring to report to the
CNSC how they
are
in compliance
or
DesignatReports
ed
• Compliance
OfficReports
er Review
• Event
CNSC staff provide reports to:
• Commission (e.g., orders)
• The public
• Licensees
nsing or
Lice
• Certificat
Government
of Canada
e
• Decision
International Atomic Energy
Agency
• Other stakeholders
28
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CNSC Emergency
Operations Centre
Monitoring events in
Fukushima, Japan
March 2011
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EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
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Roles during an Emergency
•

•

CNSC technical staff at work
during Exercise Unified
Response (2014)

•

•

Public Safety: Federal Emergency Response Plan (FERP)
– Lead Federal department
– Coordinates the federal emergency response with
provincial and municipal government agencies
– Support from Public Safety Canada, the CNSC and
other agencies
Health Canada: Federal Nuclear Emergency Response
Plan (FNEP)
– Supports FERP for all radiological/nuclear events
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
– Monitors the situation
– Provides technical guidance on important decisions
– Informs the public
Provincial/Territorial Emergency Management
Organizations (EMOs)
– Planning and research, training, response operations
and the administration and delivery of disaster financial
assistance programs
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Working together

First responders meet during
a 2008 emergency exercise.

• Integrated plans in place to prepare for
and respond to nuclear emergencies
• Federal government (including
CNSC)
• Province
• Municipalities
• Ontario Power Generation/Bruce
Power
• Decision-making process is defined in
the Provincial and Federal nuclear
emergency response plans.
• CNSC and partners work closely
together to plan and prepare for
nuclear emergencies
• Practice, practice, practice
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Public Alerting & Communications

CNSC inspectors at work
during a 2008 emergency
exercise

• Public Alerting (NPPs)
• 3 km zone: Siren system
• 10 km zone: Auto-dialer systems
• Rest of province: Emergency public warning
system
• Emergency Bulletins
• Provide direction to the public & first responders
• How to reduce exposure to ionizing
radiation
• Sheltering, evacuation, food/water/milk
controls, KI pills
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Preparedness
•
Before issuing a licence to
a nuclear facility, the CNSC
must be satisfied that:
• The on-site emergency
plans and response
capabilities are suitable
• The facility is supported by
adequate off-site
emergency plans and
response capability

•
•

All licensee organizations must be well-prepared to
respond to emergencies, and to cooperate with
local, provincial, federal and international
authorities.
CNSC evaluates licensee plans as part of ongoing
compliance programs.
Regular training and exercises to ensure
licensees, first responders, CNSC and
federal/provincial/municipal partners are ready

Preparing your family:
• Visit Getprepared.gc.ca for more information on
personal emergency preparedness
• Visit your provincial emergency management
office for information on preparing for a nuclear
emergency
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CNSC Public Hearing,
May 2013, Ottawa, ON
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GET INVOLVED
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Get Involved!

All Canadians play a
role in the licensing
of major nuclear
facilities.
Watch

Participate

Comment
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Commission Hearings and Meetings
Public Hearings

Public Meetings

• � Decisions on the licensing of major
nuclear facilities
• � 1- or 2-part process
• � One-part process

• � Information items or cross-industry
matters (including EIRs)
• � Staff presentations followed by
discussions
• � Open for observation
• � Decisions on regulatory documents �

– � All evidence from application, CNSC
staff and intervenors

• � Two-part process:
– � Part 1: Applicant and CNSC staff
– � Part 2: Intervenors
• � Approx. 60 days later
• � Applicant and CNSC staff must be
present to answer questions

Abridged Hearings
• � Decisions that are more
administrative in nature
• � There is less public interest in the
matter being considered
• � Rules of Procedure are varied

Why participate?
• � Provides the Commission with variety of relevant views and information
on the project
• � Gives involved parties and members of the public an opportunity to be
heard before the Commission
• � The Commission considers all of the evidence filed when making its
decision
– � Documents and presentations from intervenors
– � Documents and presentations from the applicant
– � Recommendations, documents and presentations from CNSC staff

Hearing Process
One-part hearing

Timeline

•

Deadline to apply for Participant Funding (if applicable)

3 to 5 months prior

•

Announcement from Secretariat

At least 60 days prior

•

Submissions from applicant and CNSC staff

60 days prior

•

Submissions from intervenors

30 days prior

•

Supplementary information

7 days prior

Two-part hearing

Timeline

Part 1
•

Deadline to apply for Participant Funding (if applicable)

3 to 5 months prior

•

Announcement from Secretariat

At least 60 days prior

•

Submissions from applicant and CNSC staff

30 days prior

•

Supplementary information

7 days prior

Part 2:
•

Submissions from intervenors

30 days prior

•

Supplementary information

7 days prior

Participant Funding Program
Offered on a case-by-case basis,
through a funding application process

Why?

•

Enhance Aboriginal, public and stakeholder
participation in the CNSC’s environmental
assessment (EA) and licensing process

•

Help stakeholders bring valuable information to the
Commission, through informed and topic-specific
interventions related to aspects of EA and licensing
processes

Stakeholders who have:

Who can
apply?

•a direct, local interest in the project; or
•Aboriginal traditional knowledge and/or local
community insight; or
•interests in impacts on treaty lands, settlement
lands or traditional territories or related claims and
rights; or
•new and distinctive information relevant to the
specific matter before the Commission.
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Communicating with Canadians

CNSC 101

Interactive, online
learning modules

Infographics

YouTube

Facebook

Nuclearsafety.gc.ca

Scientific and technical
papers and articles,
Discussion papers

Presentations
by CNSC Staff
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In Summary
•

The CNSC is Canada’s Nuclear Regulator

•

Safety is our top priority.

•

Canada’s nuclear industry is strictly regulated

•

By assessing, controlling and monitoring the process,
we can better understand and minimize the risks for
humans and the environment

•

The CNSC works closely with its counterparts in
regulating the Canadian nuclear industry.
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